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Reverse dieting is a system that will change the degree of success that you receive on the journey to a 
healthier you. It is a system that will allow you to fix or improve your metabolism and achieve a 
healthier state of being by slowly increasing food consumption. 

This is done by slowly adding carbs and fats back into your diet. Naturally, this process takes effort and 
accountability, in the form of counting your macronutrients (the total number of fats, protein & 
carbohydrates, which provide your body with energy, fuel and building blocks for muscle). It is 
necessary to keep track of your macros in order to learn how your body will react and respond. Of 
course, without keeping tabs on your macro intake, it would be impossible to reverse diet successfully. 
This is because people usually under or over-estimate their intake of calories and food and 
consequently, no true progress is gained in terms of weight loss.

The reasoning behind the slow and thorough process is to prevent fat storage and the tremendous 
body fat gain that can occur when your calorie intake is in excess. 

If you’re wondering if reverse dieting is for you, take a look at the information below in order to gain a 
clearer picture about what this dieting system can do for you. 
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Reverse dieting benefits:

You could easily be one of the many people who would reap the benefits that reverse dieting provides. If you 
have been on restricted calories for so long that your body is not responding anymore or you’re stuck in the old 
mindset that if you eat less you will lose weight. Reverse dieting is the answer for you. Research has proven that 
keeping your food intake at below normal for years will eventually ruin metabolism and stop the body for 
burning body fat. 

For example, if your body needs 2000 calories but you constantly deprive it of nutrients and only provide it with 
1,000, the body will enter metabolic shut-down and starvation mode. The body does this in order to maintain 
homeostasis (a constant internal environment that can function effectively) during the intake of extremely low 
calories. When your body is under this effect it doesn’t burn body fat at all. Instead it actually starts breaking 
down muscle mass for energy. This makes loosing further weight and getting rid of body fat an even greater 
task. The more toned your muscles the faster your metabolism, in return the more fat you will burn.

1. Restores metabolism and hormonal health

2. Boosts energy levels

3. Builds lean muscle

4. Stops bingeing and poor eating habits

5. Helps eliminate brain fog

6. Prepares your body for easier fat loss   
 (without starving yourself!)

7. Allows for more flexible eating

1. You struggle to lose weight or body fat

2. Your calorie intake is already low, but you   
 aren’t seeing results

3. You’re doing extreme amounts of cardio   
 and spending many hours in the gym with  
 no real improvements

4. Your energy level is low and you feel   
 constantly fatigued

5. Your metabolism has slowed down

6. Your hormones are unbalanced and you’re  
 experiencing mood swings, feelings of   
 sadness and symptoms of depression.

Reverse dieting can help if:
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To summarize the negative effects of this situation, your body will not become stronger, tone up 
and have adequate energy without calories, protein and strength training. 

The solution is simple. Repair your metabolism by slowly adding back in the calories you need 
through carbohydrates and fats. This needs to be done in a very slow, controlled manner so the 
body doesn’t put on body fat. 

At least 80-90% of what you eat should be whole foods that naturally come from our earth. Only 
10-20% of your food intake should be derived from processed foods and ready meals. 

The good news is that reverse dieting doesn’t move your favorite foods to the ‘off limits’ list. By 
keeping those foods limited to 10-20% of your daily intake, the process will still allow you to repair 
your metabolism without having to make huge dietary sacrifices. 

This is a time for repair not leaning up. You will be able to lean up after your calories are at a good 
healthy place. The outcome, you will be able to lean up without starving yourself and cutting 
calories to an unhealthy low again like you may have done in the past. 
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You can do this by using one of the calories counters mentioned below or by writing everything down 
and then putting it in the calorie counter.  When undergoing a reverse diet, it is vital to begin with your 
current calories and slowly add carbs and fats every week as your body allows.  

In order to get a clearer sense of an end goal, you can use the following Macro 
Calculator: http://gravitus.co/tools/macro-calculator/

Tracking Your Macro Intake
It is necessary to track your macros to reverse diet. Use the Whole Foods Shopping List below as a general 
guideline for the best foods to incorporate for staying lean and building muscle for body sculpting. 

Start with your current calories and slowly start to increase carbs every week, 10 grams of fibrous carbs 
(yams, rice, oats, etc.) If your weight goes up then hold your calories and carbs there until you maintain, 
then start adding in the 10 grams again.

Determine Your Current Calorie Intake

STEPS FOR GETTING STARTED
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Only you have the power to direct and design your future! 

Be the author of your life and make it exactly what you want it to be!

Best Calories Counters 
Now that you know your numbers, you know what 
you are tracking. There are several programs that 
can track your macros. www.myfitnesspal.com, 
www.calorieking.com, or the Lose It mobile app. 
However my favorite is the My Macros phone app (it 
costs only $2.99 iPhone only). This app is my favorite 
because the macros you enter are always at the top 
of your daily meal plan. If you are mostly a computer 
user then Calorie King is a great option for you. If 
you are traveling or eating out quite a bit, the My 
Macros app is your best friend. 

Refer back to the Eating By Design document for 
Steps for Getting Started. All these steps are the 
same when it comes to planning ahead, preparing 
your food, meal timing, eating out, etc. 

Zoning In
One of the most important pieces of 
advice I can give is that being organized 
and having structure is of the utmost 
importance for success in any program. 
Participating in this program or any 
other without jumping in with both 
feet is a waste of time and energy. Feel 
good everyday by stepping above and 
beyond what you have done in the 
past. Get your head in the game and 
your mind focused on your goals.

If you do this slowly your weight should not change much. You most likely will put on muscle 
and maintain a lower body fat for better body composition. 

Design your meal plan with one of the calories counters I recommend below. Follow it for a week or 
two and then design a new plan. You don’t have to do a new meal plan daily. Also, it never works if 
you try to do your meal plan on the spur of the moment or at the end of the day. If you try to do this 
you will find by the end of the night you will be lacking in carbs, fats or protein. Make sure you hit 
the micronutrients listed as close as possible. It will be impossible to hit them exactly. If you are 
going out plan ahead by looking at the restaurant menu online and then calculate those into your 
plan for the day. 

Adherence and consistency is the number one rule to bear in mind.
Without those principles, the body will be confused and the reverse diet efforts will not work

After 3-4 weeks if you are 
maintaining you can also up your fats 
by 1 gram a week. The idea is to 
maintain your weight but continually 
increasing your calories through 
carbs and fats. Give your body time 
to adjust and stabilize, with no 
extreme caloric shifts. This will just 
confuse the body, and the reverse 
diet efforts will not work.
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WHOLE FOOD’S SHOPPING LIST

Plums
Berries 
Blackberries
Blueberries
Strawberries
Nectarines
Bananas

PROTEIN SOURCES
Elk
Buffalo
Salmon
Chicken
Turkey
White Fish: tilapia, cod, 
flounder, halibut, etc.
Canned or fresh tuna

FATS
Avocado
Udo’s Oil
Flax seed oil
Ground flax Seed
Extra virgin olive oil
Extra virgin coconut oil
Unsweetened almond milk
Natural nut butters (almond, 
peanut, cashew, etc.)
Raw nuts and seeds 
(almonds, pecans, walnuts, 
cashews, etc.)

DAIRY FATS
Greek yogurt
Cheese
Organic butter

Egg whites
Whole eggs
Ground chicken
Ground turkey
Pork tenderloin
Protein powder
Flank or sirloin steak

SIMPLE CARBS – FRUITS
Apple
Grapes
Grapefruit
Kiwi
Apricot
Mango
Pear

COMPLEX CARBS - STARCHY
Brown rice or wild
Yams/sweet potatoes
Brown cream of rice
Gluten free wraps or bread
Ezekiel bread

COMPLEX CARBS – NON-STARCHY
Alfalfa
Carrots
Broccoli
Asparagus
Cucumber
Cauliflower

Mushrooms
Green beans
Bell peppers
Collard greens
Brussels sprouts
Spinach, kale, romaine, lettuce
etc.

Below is a list of whole foods that are perfect 
for toning up and sculpting your body. This 
is not a complete list but will give you a 
starting point. Choose these foods at least 
80% of the time; the other 10-20% is down 
to your choice completely. In terms of 
nutrient content, your best options are to 
purchase organic fruits and veggies and 
grass fed organic meats. Stay away from 
farmed fish if possible.

Zucchini
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My goal is to teach you a number of invaluable skills that you can use throughout

your life. Reverse dieting is not something you will do forever; it is not a

conventional weight loss program.  However, it will help change your calorie

intake set point. Then losing weight and leaning up become easier without

starvation, and you will enjoy more meal flexibility without worry. 

Always focus your thoughts towards the end goal, knowing you will have more

energy, a restored metabolism, hormonal health, and more strength, and all of this 

will be easier to maintain. Remember adherence and consistency is number one. 

You can enjoy eating more calories without being a slave to your food. You will no

longer have to stave yourself in order to tone up. However, it takes patience and

determination to get through this process since this is not a leaning out time but

a time to add more calories in a slow, planned manner, which will ignite your

metabolism. Focus your thoughts towards the end goal and keep those images

and feelings of true health always at the front of your mind. 

FINAL NOTE

Health and balance a
lways,

Sandy




